
Do you really want to say that……….    

We’re going to ask you to help us settle an internal debate. Would you go to Coaches’ Forum and 
post your opinion of the effect of gordulumeaia on injuries in sports? 

What do you mean you don’t have an opinion on gordulumeaia and injuries?  We really do need 
your help …. 

It’s impossible for you to have an opinion because the word “gordulumeaia” isn’t tied to anything 
specific in your brain. (No, gordulumeaia is not a real word)  Few of us can think about what we 
can’t first connect to a concept, to something known that quantifies the word. And in order to 
quantify a word, it has to be tagged in our brains to specifics.    

We know that the majority of our population can’t think, visualize, or focus if they hear words 
and their brains don’t have an attached concept.  When you read the word “gordulumeaia,” you 
probably flipped through your mental index of ideas and images, like running a quick Google 
search of your brain, scanning for anything you could concretely connect to “gordulumeaia,” and 
most likely came up with zero results.  Your thought process probably started and ended with that 
failure to link the word with something familiar, mentally tangible, and clearly understood.   Yet, 
we keep telling kids to “do your best?” What, exactly, is doing one’s best?   Actually, 
linguistically, that is one of the most negative things you can say to your athlete; the kid translates 
it as: “I’m not worth the time for that person to figure out what I should do.”  Of course, that’s not 
what you meant, but if the athletes don’t have a concrete concept of a phrase, you’re wasting your 
words and frustrating everyone in the process.  

There are linguistic tricks to better outcomes in sports, and concrete wording is one of those 
tricks.  Have you ever been ready to strangle a kid whom you’ve just told for the 50th time, to 
“straighten out your shot?”  Actually, you’ve focused them on the outcome, not the method of 
achieving that outcome.  Tell the athletes to go right and they still don’t do what you want?    You 
told them the outcome.    Human beings innately convey the desired outcome, we don’t 
automatically express the steps of achieving that result.  Therefore your athlete conceptualizes 
and focuses on the outcome, which generally gives you the same end result that you’re trying to 
change. This is particularly difficult when you’re asking for an outcome that they haven’t been 
able to achieve.  The outcome lacks the mental roadmap they need to arrive at it- the mind is 
searching for that concrete connection, and coming up with zero hits.   

We all understand how language works in the negative – the kids “trash talk” because it’s cool, 
it’s expected, it’s part of the ritual.  Most of them don’t really understand that they are inserting 
negative expectations and therefore gaining a psychological advantage.  A defensive lacrosse 
player (who will remain nameless to protect the guilty) was well known for questioning, at crucial 
moments, whether the pocket in the opposing player’s stick was too deep: in lax that is trouble.  
Everyone knew he did this.  Yet every single time, the offensive player would momentarily 
glance at their lacrosse head - that moment was usually enough time for the defense to get the 
ball.  The language was tied to a concept (too deep a pocket and the ref throws me out) - concepts 
compel us to actions.   In this case the thought of a problem with the pocket compelled the player 
to look at it.  



 Let’s take the one example that we have all been guilty of.  What do we tell kids before a 
competition? “Let’s win” -      right?  That phase by itself linguistically moves their brains to the 
finish of the competition.  Is that where we want them?  Do we want them, at the start, to be 
visualizing the end?  If you want the athletes to focus on the current situation, use your words to 
define the immediate goal.  “We’re going to execute this series exactly as we did in practice 
yesterday.” The more precision you use in expressing expectations, the more you have helped 
your athletes to focus on the present and their current performance.  Your language is being tied 
in their brains to tangible concepts which means they can think about what they need to do.  If 
they can think about it, they can do it.  

Now………. want to tell us about the effect of gordulumeaia………………….  

GAME POINT:   REMINDER ‐Deceleration: It’s time to pay as much attention to the 
brakes as we do to the engine.  
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